
 

 

Tech Tips 016 
A help series 

Dedicated to the dissemination of Detail model building methods and techniques. 
Materials and methods presented here are not intended as the best or only solutions to the modeling challenge(s) discussed, rather as 

methods and procedures which have a proven record of success in actual use.  Please keep experimenting with new materials and 

techniques as this is the only way to expand the fields of knowledge. 
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Decal Making 

 

 Our model is finished and painted.  NOW WHAT? We need decals.  Hum! Stick-on, dry type, hand 

painted or water slide:  What to do! What to DO.... How many of us have uttered that sentence in the rush to 

finish a competition scale model or a newly finished clone of a modeling classic the night before the launch?    

 I hope some of the following discussion will help give some new options to the age old dilemma.   

 

 Most of use have seen and used Water Slide  Silk Screened Decals that come with our model kits.  Why 

silk screened you may ask?  In business one needs to make the most of a product with the least amount of 

wasted material and the minimum amount of human involvement (labor) time.   To that end the silk screen 

process is the very best for tiny, intricate detailed "stuff" in LARGE quantities.   Creating decals requires a good 

bit of time in the art room, usually creating the art in a large format then reducing it to the proper size for the 

"scale" needed.  Once this phase is completed, photo positives are made, overlaid on a photo sensitive film or 

films depending on the number of colors required, then adhered to the silk that has been stretched over a 

wooden frame.  Now we're ready to run thousands of identical decal sheets in a very short amount time.  Silk 

screen inks are a special formula material that is actually more paint then ink in a very thick consistency.  I 

won't go into the actual application of the ink as it is also involved and really off the main subject of making our 

own decals.  

 

Paint or Ink: What's the difference?   I would like talk a bit about the differences between paints and inks as 

that will be useful in understanding why we can and can't do certain things on different copiers, printers, or 

label makers.   

   Paints contain pigments, usually earth elements and such suspended in a liquid vehicle, with various 

thinners and or other additives to increase or decrease drying, plasticity, hardness or other finish characteristics.  

Basically what makes paint stay on the surface of anything is the absence of air (surface tension) and/or 

adhesion to the microscopic mountains and valleys of the primer or scuffed surface.  This is sometimes referred 

to as the "tooth" of the paper or surface.   If you could see the micro platelets of pigment, you would see they 

overlap one another as the vehicle and solvents evaporate leaving an interlocked series of tiny fused flecks that 

form the film we call a painted surface.   

 Inks are quite different. The pigments do not form platelets. They stay as pigment (droplets) remaining 

independent while nearly touching the next droplet but not interlocking as in paints.   This has a couple of 

interesting effects.  The ink is very translucent, allowing overlaying colors to form new colors:  red over blue 

makes a purple, etc.   Inks can be thinned out to a tint with just a hint of color, not very practical with paints.   

OK, the basic difference between paint and inks is one forms a solid film, the other "inks" do not. 

Home computer Decal printing:   
  Most computer printers, toner copiers and large format offset litho machines use INKS not paints, with 

two exceptions:  dry film transfer machines (Alps, Gerber Edge, and Matan), and laser printers.  Some color 

copiers use a dry transfer "dust" that is heat activated that can also be of help.    However most of us have inkjet, 

bubble jet, or some variation of them at home.                  1) 



 

 

 What to do. What to do!   Our first thought is to use a decal service.  There are several out there that can 

help.  Tango Papa is one I have used in the past; with good product for the process they use (Alps dry transfer 

tape printing).  Alps printed water slide decals are wonderful if you bear in mind two important facts.  First, 

suppliers produce single pass printed decals.  What this means is the colors are only a single pass of each of the 

CYMK tapes plus any spot color like white.   Second:  EVERY Alps decal MUST be clear coated before it is 

used.   If you attempt to apply Alps decals without clear coating, they are very likely to smudge, scratch, and 

break into tiny pieces and/or separate along the tape lay-down lines.   

Alps dry transfer Printers: 

     Alps printers use 1/2" wide dry media ribbons in the CYMK color system. Cyan(blue), Yellow, 

Magenta(red) and K(black).  These colors are extremely transparent.  Each mixed color you select is created by 

overlaying a combination of all 4 of these (tape pigments) in pixel dots.  Reflected light bouncing off the 

collective color gives our eye the perceived color.  If printed or applied over a white background the colors look 

great.   If however, we apply these over any other color the translucent nature of the finished color will change 

or disappear entirely.   White, Silver, Gold, and metallic’s are only available as spot colors.  White is also 

translucent.  I decided to buy my own Alps for many reasons.  One was to allow double printing of certain 

colors like whites and reds.   This has worked fine but it is a much more expensive process than single pass 

printing.  Multi-pass printing uses far greater mounts of tape supplies and requiring several rejects even with the 

best artwork.  

      There are limitations to printing with the Alps.  Orange is a color that simply will not print.  At best 

you can get a yellowish/orange but not a good vibrant deep Orange.  This process simply will not produce this 

color.  Gerber Edge, and Matan Professional large format printers have formulated special spot colors for these 

problem colors including some of the deeper reds, vibrant blues and dense greens and that pesky Orange.  

Unfortunately Alps never developed these extra color tapes.   Another headache is the problem between the 

computer monitor RGB (Red-Blue-Green) color system and the CYMK output your printer actually produces.  

This is a whole other discussion that would fill another couple pages, enough to say "The color you see very 

likely will not be the color you print".   There are ways around this problem by adjustments within your monitor 

and programs but again, that is way off our subject. 

      Once you do have a good water slide decal you must clear coat it before use.  Testors matte clear (Dull 

Coat) has worked over the last few years, However I do NOT recommend it as it Yellows badly in a very short 

amount of time. Instead use any of the currently available UV clears.  Krylon 1305 Gloss, 1309 Matte, and the 

clear I start with Krylon 1306 Workable Fixatif. “Workable Fixatif” is specially formulated for charcoal, 

pastels, pencil & color markers.  While it seals the medium on the paper it also allows additional art work to be 

applied over the first coating.  Applied in 2 light passing coats, let it dry to touch, apply one or two wet coats of 

UV Clear.  Let dry overnight then cut to size and apply as usual.  After the model has had a day or two to dry 

the model can be Pledge w/ Future coated if desired.  

     WARNING!  Over the last several years there has been no consistency of success with the use of ANY 

gloss clear as a first coating on ALPS printed decal, regardless of coating supplier, brand of clear coat, decals 

purchased from others or printed myself.   

 All clear coatings are a lacquer based material; most model paints and even Alps dry transfer tape 

pigments are enamel based.  Use of these materials together creates a compatibility conflict.  The use of matte 

clear gives the aggressive thinners and vehicle a porous film to pass though during drying, this helps prevent the 

crinkling and crazing seen when the non-porous Gloss clear is used.   Once the matte clear has completely dried 

the film protects the under-laying ink from the fresh overcoat of gloss clear, as long as you don't overdo it.   

      The process we just discussed also works on OLD, and I mean really OLD decals.   Over time the 

screened overprint clear used by ALL silk screen water slide decal makers, becomes yellowed and brittle.  

There isn't much you can do about the yellowing but a fresh coat of matte or gloss clear will usually allow even 

the oldest decals to be used.  I frequently complete clone models with decal that were printed decades ago, 

(original Interceptor kit decals, for instance). 
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Silk Screening the best choice: But... 

 If you can find the materials, silk screening is the best bet for making decals, even if only to apply the 

clear undercoat for use on an Alps or laser-jet color printer.  The smallest pre-made, pre-stretched screens are 

now 20" x 28" and cost about $30.00.  My last was purchased several years ago and is still going strong.  I made 

a much smaller 10" x 14" years ago specifically for screening 8-1/2" x 11" precut decal sheet base coats.  It also 

is hanging in there.  Keeping them clean and in a stable dry place is critical.  You will need a rubber blade 

squeegee and a material called Decal Clear by Naz-Dar.  This is the undercoat and can also be used as the 

overprint clear.  It runs about $85.00 a gallon. Since silk screening is Old technology, supplies are getting 

harder and harder to find.  Many of the products that used to be common are now discontinued.   Most inks are 

now only available in gallons.  This may be the best method, but it is also the most costly, messy, and takes a lot 

of time for single use runs.  If you are handy try it, for most of us it is far to involved for hobby use. 

 

Alps Printer Dry media Decal: Bought or printed yourself: 

 Second best choice:  If you buy...CLEAR COAT BEFORE USE!   

 If you own an Alps, buy good quality papers, I purchased all the remaining 25 sheets of a material called 

"Deca-Flat" pre-gummed decal stock before Southern Sign Supply went out of business almost 10 years ago.  

Deca-Flat is made for LONG term storage, and specifically designed to remain dead flat until printed.  I use this 

material on all my personal models.  I have been on the lookout for this manufacturer for the last decade and 

fear they may also have gone out of business.  There are other suppliers of water slide material but I have no 

history with them so I will only give their names as references without recommendation. They are listed in no 

particular order:  www.thedecalpaperstore.com, www.decalpaper.com, www.bare-metal.com & 

www.waterslidedecal.com.  Of these I have had contact with Bare-metal Co Inc.  Who sells several types of 

decal papers and most important a whole line of decal sets, extenders and overprint clears.  A 1oz. bottle of their 

liquid decal film will set you back $2.50 plus shipping but it works wonders on those ancient old decals you 

have laying in that old cigar box. 

 Several of the model specialty houses carry all kinds of computer decal printing papers.  These folks are 

a little more expensive than the above mentioned suppliers but they also carry sealers and fixatives that the 

others may not and will not ship a the same time.  Micro-Marks has proven to be by far the best, and only a bit 

more expensive.  Model Expo Inc. is another, and Dick Blick Art and Sign Supply another.   I think we have 

covered most of the where-to's for the laser and Alps printer decals for water slide decals, but I'll mention the 

Alps is also capable of printing on most Vinyl, Mylar, and even thin plastics, Label material, and Drafting 

appliqué films by Chartpak.   

 

InkJet Printer Decals:  

 In preparation for this article I bought 25 sheet of the pre-clear coated "special" 8-1/2" x 11" decal paper 

for ink-jets and the "special formula" clear coat overprint fixative recommended by Micro-Marks.  Because ink-

jets use transparent liquid inks as discussed above, the paper base coat clear or white has to have a second 

"special" coating to prevent the inks from flowing into a brownish mud.  This makes the pre-coated paper a 

good bit more expensive than the pre-clear coated laser/Alps decal papers.  

 The material works like the laser print papers, inserted into the machine like our every day print paper 

coated side down.  Set up and printing of your art work is identical to that for all the other processes.  The 

output may be a bit surprising.  In several test runs all the colors seem fairly "spotted" with blank pixel dots.   

I do not understand this phenomenon. The artwork seems perfect, the same layout prints fine on regular print 

paper. 

We are left with these "dropouts" for lack of a better term on the final print.  My solution is to print several of 

the same layouts on the same sheet where possible.  This method seems to give a better chance of getting a 

complete set of decals usable for our project.  In the last year I believe I found the answer to the dropout 

problem, switching from standard old inkjet inks to a little more expensive Drua-brite water resistant inks for 

my Epsom C88 printer. 
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     We now have the printed decal sheet.  I recommend putting the freshly inkjet sheet aside for a couple hours 

giving the inks ample time to completely dry before attempting the last but so important step "Over Clear 

Coating" the entire sheet.   Because the inks do not bond into a film like paint, if we do not Overcoat the images 

with some type of clear they will instantly flow into a brownish mud as soon as a drop of water hits them.  If 

you cut into the graphic when trimming the water will flow into the ink and ruin the decal.  If the overcoat is too 

thin or has tiny holes the water will enter and destroy the decal.  It is absolutely, positively imperative that the 

overcoat clear be as solid as possible, without being overly heavy.  

                

 The Problem:  All the inkjet decal paper suppliers suggest Krylon #1301 Crystal Clear Coat as the 

"best" overcoat clear for the job.  Micro-Marks goes a step further, recommending specifically #1303A Crystal 

Clear by Krylon.  After several tries on different decal sheets and papers including Alps printed decals.  I can 

not recommend either 1303A or 1301 Crystal Clear for this purpose.  Both put down a beautiful gloss clear that 

doesn't appear to affect the printed decal.  But in the application process these two materials, they seem to 

promote extraordinary stretch in the decal.  Stretching will occur in most decals but these two allow so much 

stretch the inks under the surface break up, but do not relax back into position on the application surface.  Very 

frustrating! 

What looked like a perfect decal is ruined by a stretchy clear coat.  After much research and testing I can now 

recommend only one clear coat method for protecting Inkjet or Alps printed decals.   The combination of  single 

light coat of Krylon 1306 workable Faxitif, followed by two coat process of Krylon 1305 Gloss UV Resistant or 

1309 Matte UV Resistant Clear.  First coat of either 1305 or 1309 must be a solid misting coating but not 

allowed to become a heavy wet coat.  When dry followed by a second wet coat.   

 

Other processes and/or materials for making decals. 

 We have all become accustomed to using water slide decals, and yes they are the best that can be 

expected as they are only as thick as the paint or inks used to print them.  There are a few other ways to make 

"decals" and other markings that may be worth a few lines in this discussion.  

  

 1.) Brown Gum Paper Tape: Before the computer printer age, making decals at home was a much 

tougher project.  The first problem was how to get the waterslide gummed paper to start the process.  I 

mentioned Deca-Flat decal paper earlier, but we are not talking about a manufactured product here.  We want to 

create a decal from step one.  If you have ever received a package I am sure you remember the brown 

"gummed" packing tape that sealed the box.  Staples and other office supple companies still sell this tape.  This 

stuff is 4 inches wide with a water based glue that will work fine for waterslide decals on one side.  Simply cut a 

few pieces of the tape to a convenient size.  Tape them to a protected table top glue side up and spray with a UV 

clear coat.  I have used Krylon UV Resistant clear successfully so that's what I'll recommend.   Allow to dry at 

least overnight.   You now have a base coated blank "decal" sheet ready for your graphic application and final 

overcoat clear.  Paint, Print or Copier, how you apply your graphics is up to you. 

 

 2.) Color Copiers:  Staples, Kopy Kat, or other commercial copy company, will print your artwork on 

your decal paper for a fee.   I have had some luck with this, but it changes from store to store and department 

head to department head.  Some will not run our decal paper through their machines for fear of damage.  It is 

worth a try if you can't print your own. 

   

 3.)Printable Clear Labels: Lots of us have had some success with clear or matte clear mailing labels 

or drafting appliqué films.  These items can be purchased from art supply or office supply stores and are made 

to be computer printed.  The down side is they are stickers.  Stickers are very touchy in application, with 

repositioning being a real problem.  They are fairly inexpensive and good for sport models. 
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Vinyl, Mylars and Monokote&Trimcoat:  Many will recognize the brand name Monokote and Trimcoat 

as model airplane coverings.  You're correct but they and many other vinyl films can be used as base materials 

for printing or as the decal itself.   Again the down side is the thickness of the material between .002"and .008" 

depending on manufacturer.   Use of a wetting agent (2 drops of dishwashing detergent in a quart of water) 

allows the vinyl decal to be repositioned until squeegee pressed down. With this method I suggest a second 

squeegee rubbing several hours after the first to insure complete adhesion of the vinyl to the model surface. 

               

CLEAR COAT RESEARCH UPDATE:   03-04-2016 

  Over the last couple years I have tested the following clear coat materials on ink-jet water slide decal 

papers purchased from Micro-Marks Co. Inc.   

 

Testors: Dull Coat:                                  #1260   clear flat Lacquer overcoat         3oz spray can 

Testors: Gloss Coat:                                #1261   clear gloss Lacquer overcoat      3oz spray can 

Krylon:  Crystal Clear Acrylic Coating: #1301    clear acrylic overcoat                 11oz spray can 

Krylon:  Crystal Clear Acrylic Coating: #1303A clear acrylic coating1           6oz spray can 

Krylon:  Workable Fixatif:          #1306    clear fixative for watercolors.    11oz spray can 

Krylon:  Matte Finish:          #1311    clear matte for painted           11oz spray can 

Krylon: UV Resistant Gloss Clear     #1305    UVClearGloss base & overcoat 11oz spray can 

Krylon: UV Resistant Matte Clear     #1309    UVClearMatte base & overcoat 11oz spray can 

ColorWorks: Satin Clear      #1187    clear satin coat for paints          12oz spray can 

ColorWorks: Clear polyurethane     #2720    clear polyurethane coating         12oz spray can 

 

 

     Krylon #1306 workable Fixatif: Without question the best overall performer was the Krylon Workable 

Fixatif.  Fixatif appears to give good protection from the water with a minimum of coats.  Cutting to the graphic 

didn't seem to allow water to enter.  The film has a good solid feel and the medium size 1" x 2" decals tested 

slide off the backing sheets in a fluid motion without undue stretch.  Additional plus marks go to this stuff for 

waterproofing: Pastels, Pencil, crayon marks, inkjet on paper drawings a wonderful product.  If you think you 

may not want to make waterslide decals this stuff will work on plain paper.  All you would need is an adhesive 

for the back of the print for home made stickers.  The only negative I can see is the decal is on the matte side. 

    Krylon #1305 & 1309 Clear and Matte UV resistant clears: Combine with Workable Fixatif, we have the 

Number 1 best solution to over coating our inkjet, Alps or any waterslide decal.  Over the past several years it 

has been my pleasure to test and use these 3 Krylon products on literally hundreds of decal sheets and models 

from Micro Maxx to MPR size decals.  I to this day have several different test samples handing in direct 

sunlight since 2003,   To date these flat sheets, body tubes and painted plywood pieces show 0% yellowing.  

      Testor Matte Clear 1260:  As with the Alps/laser jet decal papers this is the second place material.  Used 

alone it gave a good matte firm film that took a bit longer to release from the backing paper, but once free slide 

well in a single sheet.  Matte clear did seem to be a bit thinner and fragile on the model body but keeping the 

application area moist seems to help.   Over coating with Gloss clear No. 1261   did not seem to help, in a few 

cases it actually made the decal tear coming off the backer.  The gloss never came back on one of the Cherokee-

D decals even after 2 heavy coats.  Both Matte & Clear Testors have been shown to Yellow in less then 1-year.   

     Krylon Matte Finish #1311:   This material will work, but has a bit more stretch than the Testors Matte. It is 

available in the 11oz can instead of the more expensive 3oz Testors can.  4 times the material for about twice 

the can price.   

     All the others:  Don't bother with any of the other Clears mentioned above.  Especially the "recommended" 

Krylon Acrylic Crystal Clear 1303A.  The acrylic plasticizers in the formula simply make the dry film 

uncontrollably stretchy.   Krylon 1301 Crystal Clear runs a very close second for amount of stretch. 

ColorWorks urethanes didn't stretch but were anything but clear, starting with a very yellowish hew.   I believe 

we will have to go with the Workable Fixatif as a first choice. combined with UV resistant Gloss or Matte. 

Third would be to settle for Testors Matte clear or Krylon Matte Finish #1311 as back-ups.           5) 



 

 

Last notes:   
I have noticed it takes considerably longer for the Inkjet paper water activated glue to release than on the 

Alps/laser jet paper.  I usually submerge the entire Alps decals for about 10-15 seconds then let it relax on a 

paper towel for a minute or so.  These times are doubled or better on the inkjet papers, soaking for 20-

25seconds then letting the wet decal “rest” on a paper towel for 2 or more minutes.   

 

Another placement tip for Waterslide Inkjet decals is to start the decal sliding one edge from the backer 

sheet just a bit.  With a wet paper towel wet the surface where the decal is intended.  Align the Decal with the 

backer still in place on the model touching the overhang with a damp paper towel or wet finger tip while gently 

sliding the backer from beneath the decal.  Make only minor adjustment to the decal once off the backer sheet.  

As we slide the decal around on the model we are actually removing some of the adhesive from the backside of 

the decal. Once on place, Try hard not to disturb the decal after it has been patted down with a damp paper 

towel.   
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